The Mississippi Opera - Jay Dean, Artistic Director
presents

**Belhaven on Broadway**

Christopher Shelt, Producer
Monday, October 26th, 2015, Duling Hall, 7:30pm

**PROGRAM**

A Loony Tune...

"You Could Drive a Person Crazy" from *Company* by Stephen Sondheim. ............... Jessica Ziegelbauer, Rachel Walczak; Joy Kenyon

Some Angry Women....

“Without You” from *My Fair Lady* by Alan Lerner and Frederick Loewe. ................................................................. Julie Wolfe

“In Short” from *Edges* by Benj Pasek and Justin Paul. ................................................................. Cierra Lee

The Search for Freedom...

“Sweet Liberty” from *Jane Eyre* by Paul Gordon. ................................................................. Joy Kenyon

“Children of the Wind” from *Rags* by Stephen Schwarz. ................................................................. Joy Kenyon

A FunnyThing Called Love...

“That's Him” from *One Touch of Venus* by Kurt Weill. ................................................................. Grace Anna Lane

“The Song That Goes Like This” from *Spamalot* by Eric Idle. ................................................................. Grace Anna Lane and Christopher Shelt

- INTERMISSION -
That's Life in the Big City...

_The Girl in 14G_ - Dick Scanlan and Jeanine Tesori. ................................................................. Abby Wiggins

"A Trip to the Library" from _She Love Me_ by Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick. ............................ Jessica Ziegelbauer

“So Much Better” from _Legally Blonde_ by Laurence O'Keefe and Nell Benjamin. ............................ Jessica Ziegelbauer

Star Crossed Lovers...

“Somewhere” from _West Side Story_ by Leonard Bernstein............................................................ Julie Wolfe

“Unusual Way” from _Nine_ by Maury Yeston. .................................................................................... Abby Wiggins

“Quiet” by Jonathan Reid Gealt. ........................................................................................................... Cierra Lee

Life During Revolution...

“The Flagmaker, 1775” from _Songs for A New World_ by Jason Robert Brown................................. Jessica ZiegelBauer

“Bring Him Home” from _Les Miserables_ by Claude-Michael Schonberg.......................................... Julie Wolfe

All Together Now...

“Hand in Hand” by Kait Kerrigan and Brian Lowdermilk. ................................................................. Cierra Lee

“Being Alive” from _Company - Stephen Sondheim_............................................................................ Joy Kenyon with The Cast

TONIGHT’S PERFORMERS

Joy Kenyon, Grace Anna Lane, Cierra Lee, Christopher Shelt, Rachel Walczak, Abby Wiggins, Julie Wolfe, Jessica Ziegelbauer